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What is a Profile? A reminder from Scopus

Scopus Profiles are…
• Comprehensive (~ 12 million Author Profiles and 8.5 million Affiliation Profiles)
• Easy to integrate (via RSS or the Scopus APIs)
• Widely used (interoperable with ORCID, VIVO)
• Are algorithmically created and can be manually updated and corrected
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But Paddy Murphy happens……
155 Patrick Murphy’s in Scopus
78 publish in medical related fields
56 of which are based in the USA
17 of whom have the initials P.J.

This is one of the many challenges……….
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The Challenges in Input Data
• The 1970s saw the first online

7 most common name variation reasons *

interactive retrieval of Abstract
and Indexed (A&I) scholarly
literature.

Last name
changing upon
marriage

• Since the 1990s A&I databases
became more widely available
with some containing over 60m
records dating back to 1827

• There has been no (and still
aren’t) any universally formal
guidelines on author and
affiliation name writing in
academic papers
• As a result all A&I database

Multiple profiles per researcher

providers have the same issue:
* As found in Scopus
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I don’t always have more than
one Scopus ID

But when I do I make sure
I have 8
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Profiles are built from documents (bottom up approach,
one-to-one attribution)
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Let’s go back to basics: the Scopus data model
•

•

The Scopus data model is designed around the notion that articles are written by authors that are
affiliated with institutions. Visually and rather simplistically, this relational model is represented below.
What is the value of this structured data? This relational data model means that Scopus can tell you
who is doing what in global literature and where they are doing it with higher accuracy than anyone
else

Over 69M
Journal,
Conference, &
Book records

article

Over 12M
author profiles
(active)

Over 70,000
main
institutional
entities

author

affiliation
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Identifying Authors: Name Ambiguity

Many researchers that too
closely resemble one another.

Dr. Smith Dr. Smith Dr. Smith

Researchers publish
under different name
variations.

Dr. Smith
Dr. P. J Smith
Dr. Patrick Smith
Dr. Patrick J. Smith
Dr. Patrick John Smith
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How Scopus Creates Profiles
The Vast Universe of Research

The most powerful
ALGORITHMIC
data processing in the industry
Groups papers to a profile with high degree of
accuracy based on matching of name, email,
affiliation, subject area, citations, co-authors,...

MANUAL feedback for
Authors & Institutions
Combines the starting point from the algorithm
profiles and the manual feedback to create the
most accurate profiles with the least effort.

Scopus Author/Institution Profiles
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An algorithm processes every new article…

INPUT

STEP1

STEP2

STEP3

Incoming
Article

FILTER

MERGE①

MERGE②

MERGE③

Strongest

• Normalized

• Reference

criteria

keywords

• Source title

• Name
Search existing
profiles & find
candidates
(e.g. finds
1000 matches)

• PublicationYear
Gap
• Co-Author
(e.g. now 300

• Affiliation

• Title

• Subj. area

• Email

• Abstract

• Co-Author

matches
remaining)
match

OUTPUT 1

OUTPUT 2

COMMON NAME

UNCOMMON NAME
‘Temporary’
profile created

STEP4

match

match

‘Temporary’ profile gets merged with existing profile

If match not
made,
‘Temporary’
profile becomes
a new author
profile
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Scopus Author Profiles: Multi-layered feedback process

Scopus use a combination of automated and curated data to automatically build
robust author profiles, which power the Elsevier Research Intelligence portfolio.
Scopus.com: Ongoing
algorithmic updates

Manual feedback via
Scopus.com Author
Feedback Wizard

Scopus
Author
Profile

Scopus2SciVal manual
& automated updates

Pure Profile
Refinement Service
One-off updates via
consortia/
governmental
agencies

Manual & Automated
feedback via ORCiD
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Problem: Researcher profiles are a challenge to build
and maintain
Maintaining one’s profile is rarely on the top of mind of
researchers. Often it’s viewed as yet another administrative burden
keeping them out of the lab, resulting in the following issues:
• Out-of-date profiles: Researchers don’t update existing profiles, so
you may not see their entire body of work

• Multiple profiles: Researchers have several, incomplete profiles,
which splinters citation metrics across the profiles giving them an
artificially low impact
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What are the risks?
Risks for institutions with inaccurate or incomplete researcher
profiles:
• Inaccurate data being used for strategic decisions
• Unclear view of research unit performance and impact
• Poorer ranking performance because citation data is not unified
• Incomplete profiles displayed on expertise discovery tools
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Elsevier’s Solution: Profile Refinement Services (PRS)
PRS allows you to minimize manual maintenance of researcher profiles
with pre-built, automatically updated profiles based on Scopus data.
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Automated and manual disambiguation (1)
The Profile Refinements Service creates author profiles on a premium level
by using a special tool called Quality Assessment Back Office (QABO).
The Process is achieved through the combination of automated and manual
processes.
Main goal - to generate a robust profile for an author which includes the
newest data without any wrong assignments of publications.
After the Profile Refinement is done the publication data will be synchronized
with the Scopus database.

Scopus
database

QABO
database
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Automated and manual disambiguation (2)
The initial automated disambiguation on the Profile Database is achieved by
taking each individual Scopus publication record and running it through a series
of algorithms
Using multiple variables
• including author name,
• affiliation data,
• e-mail address, etc.
These variable determine which publications are authored by the researcher in
question.
The algorithms Pre-calculate publication clusters (ProfileIDs) that are focused on
a high precision.
These clusters will be verified and manually merged by a Profile Specialist
(PS).
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RAW Process
overview

69 million records.
23,000 titles.
5,000 publishers

Scopus
database

ScopusauthorID

QABO
database
Publication eid
Publication eid

Pre-calculate ProfileIDs

Publication eid
Publication eid

Publication
cluster/ProfileIDs

Cluster
verification
Merge ProfileIDs - QABO

ProfileIDs
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PRS and Pure
Once a person has gone through PRS they will be included in Pure's
weekly update which fetches new publications from Scopus. The PRS
system is an external system that feeds publication data into Pure and
Pure feeds metadata into the PRS system.
Brief summary:
• Profile Refinement Service works with minimal customer involvement
• Profile Refinement Service builds a high precise profile by doing a manual
validation of the publication clusters.
• New publications will be automatically assigned and manually validated after a
profile is built. Three reviews per year guaranties that the profile stays up to date
in the Scopus database and in our applications like SciVal and Pure.
• Publication list will be synchronized with Scopus within 48h.
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The unique benefits of Elsevier’s PRS

Scopus Data: We own the world’s largest, comprehensive source of
publication data.

Two-step profiling process: We offer a two-step profiling process that
combines manual curation of profile by masters-level scientists with a
proprietary algorithm

Proven Track Record: We have a proven record of delivery. Over 100
institutions globally use our accurate, up-to-date researcher profiles.

Underlying data is improved: We feed the curated profiles data back
into Scopus to ensure that all future analysis and exhibited profiles are
more accurate
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Hand in hand with the Pure Portal
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Challenge: Lack of visibility of your institution’s
research performance to the world
Risks of not showcasing your output to the world :
• Competitive disadvantage: Peer institutions have greater
international visibility, which is helping them become the regional
leader in both inter-university partnerships and rankings.
• Missed collaboration opportunities: Without a public web portal,
your researchers miss potential collaborators not already in their
personal network.
• Fewer commercial partnerships: Potential industry partners are not
aware of your research expertise, and you may be missing funding
streams or commercialization opportunities.
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Solution: Elsevier’s Pure Portal
Data Inputs

The Pure Portal

Integrations
• Syncs

API Subscriptions
•
•
•

Scopus
PubMed
Web of Science

Bulk import tools
•
•

Wizards
File Imports

Other
•
•

Manual
Profile Refinement
Services (optional)

The Pure Portal is a public portal that produces concise expertise
results based on Elsevier’s proprietary fingerprint algorithm and
your curated data in Pure’s backend.
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Why Elsevier’s Pure Portal is the best research
performance showcasing tool in the market
Quick implementation: When combined with Profile Refinement Service (PRS), the
Pure Portal can be functional in 6-8 weeks.

No FTE requirement: The Pure Portal is a cloud-hosted, commercial product.
There’s no need to assign development or server resources as Elsevier manages
the software and server updates and maintenance.

Search engine optimization: Pure Portals are easily discoverable via all major
search engines.

Concrete Product Roadmap: Elsevier’s Pure Portal has a dedicated development
and product management team. Upgrades and improvements happen regularly and
on schedule.

Proven track record: Elsevier’s Pure Portal is a fully functioning product used by
over 90 institutions globally.
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Upgrading to the new Pure Experts Portal
• Available on request, if you are an existing customer we will not just
update your site
• For customers that are live
We will setup the new portal in parallel with your current portal
- The new portal will be password protected while you review
- Review period of 2-4 weeks
- Data is exactly the same, just new way of displaying it
-

• For customers that are in review
When requesting an upgrade, the new portal that will replace the current
portal you have for review
- Review task is exactly the same as for your current review
-

• To request an upgrade
Talk to your Account Manager or sales contact or
- Email the operations team at pure-operations@elsevier.com
-
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What do our current customers say?
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Thank you.
www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence

c.martinez@elsevier.com
@CEDMartinez

nl.linkedin.com/in/cedmartinez
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